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We consider the problem of approximating analytic functions with positive 
coefficients by rational functions with positive coefficients. In the spirit of 
investigations by Reddy, Newman, and Erdik [3, 6, 71, we show that for ex and 
various classes of analytic functions on [0, 11, best uniform rational approxima- 
tions with either positive coefficients or positive coefficiented denominators 
reduce to polynomial approximations. 
Let l7% denote the algebraic polynomials with real coefficients of degree at 
most n and let z7,+ denote those elements of z7, that have nonnegative coefficients. 
Let 
Let // . I~L~,~J denote the uniform on [a, b] and define 
Similarly, define II,+(f: [a, b]), R,,,(f: [a, b]), Ri,,(f: [a, b]), and Rz$Jf: [a, b]), 
respectively, as the distances from f to IIn+, R,,, , R,‘,, , and R,f;f, . When 
n = m we contract R,,,, to Ri, , Rn,df: [a, 4) to Rdf: [a, W, etc. 
THEOREM 1 (Reddy [7]). 
R,+(x”+k [0, 1)) = D,(x~+~: [0, I]). 
THEOREM 2 (Newman and Reddy [6]). If 1 < k < n, 
R:‘(x”+l: [O, 11) = 17k+(““+1: [O, 11). 
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Thus: allowing positive coefficiented polynomials in the denominator does not 
improve approximations to xn. We show that this interesting phenomenon 
extends to the function ex. For example: 
Tmomn,z 3. Suppose JOY each n > 0 that f cn)(x) > f (nT1!(X) 2 0 for 
x E [O, 11, Then 
R,f(f: [O, I]) = 17,(f: [O, 1-j) = ~n”(f: [O, II> = Ki’(f: l3, 11). 
RATIONAL APPROXIMATIOE WITH RESTRICTED COEFFICIENTS 
An examination of the proof of Cheney’s characterization theorem for best 
rational approximation allows us to reformulate this theorem in the foilowing 
two ways [I, p. 1591: 
TI~EOREI~I 4. Suppose that A, B C .Un and suppose that f E C[a, b] andJ # R, . 
&@ose p/q, q > 0 on [a, b] is a best uniform approximation tojfrom the rational 
functions whose numerators are ilz A and denominators are in B. Then there exist ir20 
pn~27,,qn~17,sothat 
(a) p, - (plq)q, has the same sign as f - p/q on the set of points 
Y = (Y: I f(y) - PbMy)i = !if - 2% /lb11 
and 
(bj J’k some E > 0 and all 0 < h < E, 
and as a characterization theorem for best approximations 
THEORE~~I 5. An element p/q E R,i,, (respectively RR,t;t,) is a best appyoxinaatio~ 
to SE C[a, b], f q! Ri,, (resp. Rz&), if and only ;f no 9 E II, - p/q * lZ,+ (resp. 
.lTn+ - p/q . Il,,+) has the same sign as f - p/q on the set 
Y = (~7: ! f(y) - p(y)jq(y)l = ilf - p/q ibd. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose f(x) = CF=,, aixi, where ai >, ai, 3 0 fog all i. Thea 
for $xed k < n and 0 < a < b < I the rationalfunction that saEisj?es 
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reduces to a polynomial (i.e., has X = 0), if and only if f is a polynomial of degree 
at most n. 
Proof. Assume f is not a polynomial of degree n. Let x, , xs ,.,., x,+s be any 
n + 2 distinct points in [a, b]. Since J cn+r) > 0 and (@)(“+l) > 0 on (a, b], we 
have 
1, Xl I . . . . qn, f (4 
It%, det . 
. ..) xsn, f (x2) ==/3#0 
and 
I 1, x72+2 Ye..> $+2 ,f(%L+z) I 
Lx19 . ..) Xl%, J (Xl) Xlk 
det 1, x2 > ...> x!Ln, ./(X2)X2” . . =cr.#O. . . 
i, i+2 ,..., k,, ,fh+,) XL, 
Thus, there exists a polynomial s, E I& so that 
1 _ (p/q xik = f(xd i = l,..., n + 2. (1) 
We show that P/d < 1. Consider 
(1 - (p/a) X”)f(x) = f (ai - (/3/a) atiMk) xi. 
i=O 
If /3/a > I then, for each i > n, ai - (P/a)ai_, < 0 and (unlessf(x) = I/( 1 - z)) 
for some i0 > n, ai - (/3/c~)a+~ < 0. Thus, [(l - @/a)x”)f(x)](“+rJ < 0 and 
s,Jx)/(l - (/3/z)xk) could not interpolatef(x) at n + 2 points. This contradicts (1). 
Now, if a best approximation tof of the required form were a polynomial p, then 
the set Y of Theorem 4 would consist of at most n + 2 points yr , y2 ,..., Y~+~ . 
By the first part of this proof we can choose p, E I& and 6 > - 1 so that 
1 
prh) = f(yJ 
+ sy,‘” 
for i = l,..., n + 2. 
We see that conditions (a) and (b) of Theorem 4 are satisfied with 
q = 1, qn = I + 6x2, A=I&, B = {h, + h,xk 1 ;\I , AZ real) 
and hence, p cannot be a best approximation. 
THEOREM 7. Supposef(x) = Cy=, aixi, where ai > a,+l 3 0 fey all i. Then, 
$0 <b < 1, 
Kz+(f: IQ 4) = Wf: [O, 0. 
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Proof. Suppose \!f - p/p [I = R,+(f: [0, b]), where p E IIn and q(x) = 
% .-,- b,xJC $ .*. with b, + 0. Then, since (q * f)tn+l) > 0 on (0, b], the set I’ of 
Theorem 4 contains at most n + 2 points y1 ,.,., yaVL . As in the proof of 
Theorem 6 we may find 6 >/ - I and p, E 17, so that 
1 
J%JyJ = f(y,:) 
+ Sy$ 
for i = I,..., 12 T 2 
and hence, conditions (a) and (b) of Theorem 4 are satisfied by pn > q, p, qn = 
1 -k 8xk, A = II, , 3 = .lIln+, where we observe that for 0 < h < b, 
q(x) -j- A(1 + 8x”) E II,+. 
Thus p/q is not a best approximation unless q = 1. 
Bernstein’s theorem [4, p. 381 can be stated in the following way: 
THEOKE~I 8. Suppose that f and g are both n f I times continuously dzreren- 
tiuble m [a, b] and 
i f(@l)(x)I G gcn+l)(x) for 31: E [u, b]. 
(a) If pz E IIn, is the poEynomia1 that interpolates g at the 12 f I points 
Xl I...! x,+1 in [a, b], then there exists p, E IT, so that 
: f(x) - PI(x)I d I g(x) - Pz(x)l Joy x E La3 bl. 
(b) K(f: [a, 61) < I&&: [a, 61). 
We can extend Bernstein’s theorem to a result concerning approximations from 
+ n * 
THEOREM 9. Iff andg are both n + 1 times continuously dzfirentiuble on [a, b], 
a 2 0 and 
/f’“‘(x)\ < g’“‘(x), for xE[u,b]andk=Q,l,... >n+1. 
Then 
-%Af: [a, bll < JG&: [a, bl). 
F’YOOJ Let p/q be a best approximation to g on [a, h] from the class Ri,, , 
Since p has nonnegative coefficients, 
1(4(x) ’ f(X))‘“fl’ 
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We deduce from Theorem 5 that p - q * g must change sign at least n + 1 
times and hence, by Theorem 8, there exists p, ED, so that for each x E [a, b], 
Thus, 
I P&> - dx)f(x)l G I PC4 - d4&)l. 
R&n(f: [a, bl) < &ii& [a, bl). 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose p,, E lI&; then 
Proof. Suppose p,+r(x) = a5x”+l + *a*. We observe that 
By Theorem 1, 
Rn+(=%+l: P, 11) = ad~%+1: P, 11) = K(Pn+1: FA 11). 
By Theorem 9, since p,, has positive coefficients, 
R,+(p,+l: co, 11) 2 R,+(m”+l: [O, II). 
Thus, 
I&(p,,,: CO, II> 3 R,+(P,+~: CO, 11) 2 Gh’n+~: [Q 11). 
POLYNOMIAL APPROXIMATIONS WITH POSITIVE COEFFICIENTS 
Let I’(a) = (j j oj’“)(x) 3 j(“+l)(x) > 0 for all x E [0, I] for all KX>. We show 
that if jE P(l), then the best uniform polynomial approximation to f on [0, l] 
has positive coefficients. This result, combined with the observation that if 
Jo r(l) then jsatisfies the conditions of Theorem 7, establishes Theorem 3. We 
need the following straightforward lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose a > 0. 
(a) If f E .P(cx) then f cm) E P(a) for all n. 
(b) Jo r(a) ifSf (3) = Cz==, a,@, where a, B ((n + I)/4 a,,, >, 0. 
(c) If f E P(ol) then f’“)(l) < e”f(“)(O). 
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TNEORENI 10. rff~ I’(l) then 
Pmof. Supposef(x) = Czzo b .xn and suppose that$(x) = IZ~X’~ -+ u~...~x”-~ 
t ‘.. + a, is the best approximation to f on [0, I] from 61,. Chebyshev’s 
alternation theorem [f, p. 75) guarantees that f - p has at least n + 1 zeros on 
[O, l] and hence,JC(*z+l-R) - p(n+1-7c) has at least k zeros on [O, l]. Sincef(“+l) > 0 
on (0, 1] (if J is not a polynomial of degree n) it follows that fcnflek) - ptnfl-*) 
has exactly 12 zeros at xk,r ,..., xk,k and by the Lagrange interpolation formula 
P, p. 561, 
where min{x, xk,J < 5 < max(x, xk,lc). We note that fi*+l)({) < f’n+l)(l) < 
f(“+‘-kb(l) < ef(n+l-k)(0) and hence, by (l), 
f(n+l-yO)- (12 + 1 -k)! anil-* < -#+"'(0). 
J 
Since e/k! < I for k > 3, we have an+l--lc > 0 for k 3 3. By Descartes’ rule 
of signs the coefficients off - p must have n + 1 sign changes and it foollows 
that a, , a,-, , a,-, ,... are all positive. To complete the proof we must show 
that a,-r > 0. By (I), 
.p (n+1-2)(x) - n! a,x - (n - I)! anql = 
(x - %,1)(X - x2.2) py[) 
2 
(3) 
We observe that f(“)(x& = p@)(x,,,) = n! upz and that ~a,~ < xl,r < xs,s I 
Hence, 
f’“-yx,,,) - xl,lf’“‘(x,,,) - (n - I)! a,-1 < 0 i I-9 
and since f E F(l), a,-, is positive. 
We can derive precise estimates of IIJ J: [O, I]) for f~ I(E). We use a 
method developed by G. Meinardus; 
THEOREM II (Meinardus [5]). Suppose f E CF2[0, I] and suppose there 
exist yr afad yz so that 
0 <J’“+“‘(lj2) + (fo4’(1/2))(x - l/2) + r&x -- l/2)2 
< f”“qY) < f(n+u(1/2) + (f(“3’(1/2))(x - l/2) + y‘& - l/i?)“* 
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Then, iff(“+l)( l/2) > 0 and l/2 1 ftnq2)(l/2)j < (a + 2) fCn+ll( l/2), 
THEOREM 12. If f E T(a), a > 0, then 
and 
a2i(n f 2) + olea/2 
1 4n ’ 
Pyoof. Since f (*+I) is convex, 
f (*+1)(X) > f (n+y1/2) + f (@)(1/2) * (x - l/2). 
Also, since f m2) is convex, 
f(n+yX) < f’“t”‘(l/2) + 2f(“+yl) * (x - l/2), for x E [l/2, l] 
and 
f @+2)(X) g3f (n+2)(1/2) + 2f (n*yl) . (x - l/2), for x E [0, l/2]. 
Hence, 
f (n+y,) <f (n+“(l/2) + f (n+2)(1/2) * (x - l/2) + f (n+“‘(l) * (X - l/2)2. 
We now apply Theorem 11 with yI = 0 and y2 = f (n+2)( 1). We note that by 
(c) of Lemma 1, f (%+4( 1) < eaf (n+2)( l/2) < oleaf (n+l)( l/2). Thus, 
a2(n +1) 
n(n + 2)24 i- 
aea(n + 5) 
8(n + 2)(n + 3) > 
f (fii-1)(1/2) 
G 22”‘l(n + I>! ( 
1 + a2/(n + 2) + aPi 
4n i 
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